July 19, 2018
2018 Toyo Tires® Shutter Space Automotive Photo Gallery Contest Now Live
Prizes include Hawaiian vacation, magazine feature, and more
CYPRESS, CA – Calling all automotive photographers! The third annual Toyo Tires® Shutter Space
Automotive Photo Gallery contest is now live. Through August 6, 2018, photographers can submit their
“Night Shots” for the chance to win a trip for two to Hawaii, a feature in Super Street magazine, and
exclusive Toyo Tires x in4mation merchandise.
CONTEST ENTRY PAGE: https://woobox.com/v44ar4
The First Place Winner will win a trip for two to Hawaii and their winning photograph will be published in
Super Street magazine. In addition, the First Place Winner and 19 Finalists will have their photographs
on display during the Toyo Tires Shutter Space Collaborative Car Meet & Automotive Photo Gallery.
All winners will also receive exclusive Toyo Tires x in4mation merchandise.
Submit photographs and find contest details at https://woobox.com/v44ar4. Entries will be judged based
on their originality; artistic composition and technical aspect; and embodiment of the Toyo Tires’ brand
and lifestyle. Submissions are due no later than Monday, August 6 at 11:59:59 p.m. PST.
Details on the third annual Toyo Tires Shutter Space Collaborative Car Meet & Automotive Photo
Gallery will be announced soon on the Toyo Tires Instagram, Facebook and Twitter channels.
About Toyo Tires®
Established in 1966, Toyo Tire U.S.A. Corp. represents the innovation, quality, performance, and
excellent service that Toyo Tires has delivered worldwide for 70 years. The company offers a full line of
premium tires for nearly every vehicle including light trucks, SUVs, crossovers, sports cars, luxury cars
and hybrids as well as commercial trucks. Many of the tires are built in the United States at their stateof-the-art factory in White, Georgia. To find the right tire for your vehicle as well as an authorized
dealer, visit www.toyotires.com. Be sure to join the Toyo Tires community on: Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter and YouTube.
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